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Disruptive Innovation, Technology

What is the Disruptive Innovation?  Clayton M. Christensen 

1. Disruption is a process, not a product or service, that occurs from the 

nascent to the mainstream

2. Originate in low-end (less demanding customers) or new market (where 

none existed) footholds

3. New firms don't catch on with mainstream customers until quality catches 

up with their standards

4. Success is not a requirement and some business can be disruptive but fail

5. New firm's business model differs significantly from incumbent

Forms of Innovation

Sustaining – Evolutionary and Revolutionary(Invention of Automotive Technology)

Disruptive- Development of Ford Model T Passenger Vehicle 



Destructive Innovation of Aerospace Technology. 

Giant New Market Creation by
Dramatic Launch Cost Reduction

Rapid R&D and Iteration through Failures

Shortened Manufacturing Time through Vertical 
Integration

Aggressive Utilization of Off the Shelf Parts 

Cost Reduction through Mass Production

Enhancing the Reusability(Rocket)



The destructive innovation of aerospace technology 



Those are

1. UAM(Urban Air Mobility), PAV(Personal Air Vehicle)

2. Global Internet by Satellite Mega-Constellation

3. Sub-orbital Point to Point transport by Rocket Plane

4. Space Based Solar Power Generation.

5. Large and/or environmentally hazardous Factories in the earth orbit.

6. Space Mining and Space Resource Utilization.

7. Space tourism, travel and Colonization.

• Each of these 7 areas of Industries would generate more than 1 trillion dollars 

market. And it will be enough to trigger the next industrial revolution.

If it is now in the fourth Industrial Revolution, then we may have the fifth!

This fifth Industrial Revolution may come from the destructive innovation of 
aerospace technology. 

There will be seven destructive innovations in Aerospace Technology to 
revolutionize the Industries.

One from airplane technology and other six from space technology.





Around 300,000,000 people travel more than 45min within urban areas 
– We need to solve this urban traffic problems



EmbraerX shares its vision for urban air mobility



PAV Car – A Pathway to PAV

PAV Automobile – Air Bus

•CityAirbus is the new eVTOL(electric Vertical Take-Off and Landing) being developed by Airbus' 
helicopter division that aims to set the stage for a new era of intra-city travel with flying taxis.

• Carry four passengers with a range of 60 miles, traveling at 75 miles per hour.

•Airbus demonstrated the eVTOL in public for the first time on July 20, 2019





Joby Aviation: The company’s eVTOL aircraft has a pilot and can transport four 
passengers, with commercial passenger service planned to launch in 2024.
Joby’s eVTOL can travel around 150 miles and hit speeds of up to 200 miles per hour.



The electric Vertical Take-Off and Landing (eVTOL) aircraft manufacturers, operators 
and infrastructure providers will have a market value of $318 billion within 20 years.

The Lilium Jet is a prototype five-seat German eVTOL electrically powered airplane designed by 
Lilium GmbH. A seven-seat production version is planned for 2024

Maximum speed: 400 km/h
Cruise speed: 300 km/h
Range: 300 km



Bruchsal, Germany-based Volocopter GmbH is tackling UAM with its all-electric 
Volocity for urban(35Km Range), Voloconnect upto rural area(100Km range) 

Volocity Voloconnect



Six Infra-Structures for UAM Realization



NASA CAS (Convergent Aeronautics Solutions) has setup a working group

Advanced Air Mobility (AAM). 

AAM is the future of air travel within and between 
urban and rural areas and is safe, sustainable and 
accessible for all. 



Hyundai plans to invest $1.5 billion in UAM 
over the next five years in future mobility

Hyundai Motor will shift its business portfolio breakdown so automobiles account for half 
of its sales, followed by UAM with 30% and robotics at 20%.

Hyundai Motor plans to unveil unmanned cargo aircraft in 2026 to enhance its foothold in 
the future mobility market.



SK Telecom signed an MOU with the Korea Airports Corp., 
Hanwha Systems and Korea Transport Institute to commercialize UAM

















https://orbitalindex.com/feature/starlink-coverage/
https://satellitemap.space/

The 30th launch of Starlink Satellites,
September, 2021

Total satellites launched 
(2 November 2021): 1791

Inclination angle: 53 degree
(10 97.5 angle Polar orbit)

Manufacturing cost per satellite: $250K)

The Starlink constellation phase 1, 

first orbital shell: 72 orbits with 22 each, 

1584 satellites at 550 km altitude

Starlink Satellite Constellation

https://orbitalindex.com/feature/starlink-coverage/


OneWeb 
Minisatellite 

Constellation 

• Full 650 constellation in orbit until 2022 planned

• After bankrupting in 2020, the reorganization through investment 

by Bharti Enterprises, UK Government, Hanhwa and etc.

• 1200Km near polar orbit(86.4), weight of 150Kg 

• Ku Band(12-16 GHz) for user, Ka band for ground station



아마존의 Kuiper 
Systems 위성군

프로젝트

• The satellites are projected to use an orbit with a height

between 590 and 630 km

• 3,236 satellites operating in 98 orbital planes in 

three orbital shells

• Ka Band phase-array antenna will be used





Jumbo Space Plane Landing in Spaceport Starship and Super-Heavy



Travel times of 
Starship
between cities
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SUNSolar Energy reflected 
by the atmosphere

Solar energy absorbed 

by a cloud & dust

The time limit can’t be 
generated overnight

Photovoltaic solar energy facilities to eliminate 
the losses due to the atmosphere by providing 
the space to build a power generation system 

beyond the spatial/temporal constraints

A satellite could be 
illuminated over 
99% of the time.

No land-area 
occupation

No atmospheric 
& weather 

effects

Sustainable & 
Environmentally 

friendly

Rectenna



Solar Irradiation

1360 W/m2

PhotovoltaicsK-SPS Single-J Cell

Transmission to Earth Surface
Efficiency (Microwave) = 90%

PV Efficiency = 25%

Microwave to DC
Efficiency = 70%

Microwave to AC Conversion
Efficiency = 80%

Electricity Supply

Atmosphere

24.5 W/m2171.4 W/m2

Day / Night Cycle

Efficiency = 8h / 24h = 33.3...%

Transmission to Earth Surface
Efficiency (Solar Energy) = 24%

PV Efficiency
= 25%

DC to AC Rectification
Efficiency = 90%

Electricity Supply

7 Times
More

Efficiency Comparison between Conceptual K-SPS and Terrestrial Solar Power 



• Due to the WTP(Wireless Power Transmission) technology, space solar

power generated in the DC power converted through the microwave,

and converted microwave is transferred from the transmitting antenna

to the ground station. Rectifying antenna in ground station converts the

microwave wave to DC power, are fed into the city.

Microwave transfer from SPS
Power receiving in terrestrial
station (Overwater station)

Concept of Rectenna in the field



1. WPT using a retro-directive RF phased array with high-

efficiency solid-state amplifiers

2. High-efficiency multi-bandgap PV solar cells, employed in

a concentrator PV architecture with integrated thermal

management

3. Lightweight structural components, applied in various

systems / subsystems

4. Autonomous robotics in a highly structured environment

5. A high-degree of autonomy among individual modules

6. Low cost launch system



▪ In 2050 ……

• 4TW Electric Power Generation 

by SPS satellite

Current worldwide electric power plants : 6TW

( Actual utilization ratio is  less than 50% )

– Assuming that most transportation vehicles including 

automobiles and all the heating systems become Electric.

( Electric cars, hydrogen cars, Plasma propulsion and etc.)

• To achieve 4TW SPS during 20 years period

– Need 2,000 2GW SPSs (100 SPS per year required)

– $1T per year Market creation(Electrical power 

income by SPS system will be $3.2T)

– Launch market size will be $500B 

Free from Energy Crisis at last !!!





Building Big Factories in Earth Orbit- Jeff Bezos

“When you look at expendable rockets today, the cost of propellant is only about 

1 percent of the cost of the mission,” Bezos says. “The big costs come from 

throwing that aerospace-grade hardware away. With reusability, in theory, you 

can see a path to lowering the cost of access to space by a factor of 100.” 

Bezos is confident that once space is cheap and safe, entrepreneurs will rush to 

create new businesses that have not even been imagined.

Bezos thinks creating a real space age, and a real space economy, will unleash a 

new era of creativity and ingenuity. You’ll send the finished products down to 

Earth, he says. And Earth will get zoned residential and light industrial.



Test and Manufacturing Facilities in Space

SpaceX Dragon Commercial Resupply 
Services vehicle Interior

Manufacturing Test of Optical Fibe in ISS
by Start-up company “Made In Space” 





Blue Origin(Jeff Bezos)’s concept of the commercial space station “Orbital Leaf”



Waste Packaging Space Launch Disposal

44





Resource Acquisition from Asteroid, Planets and Moon



Space Mining, Asteroid Mining

https://youtu.be/VLouRKHknOU

Planetary Resources and the Government of 
Luxembourg Announce €25 Million Investment and 
Cooperation Agreement

First commercial asteroid prospecting mission to 
launch by 2020

Deep Space Industries is an Asteroid Mining
company, developing the technologies to find, 
harvest, and supply the asteroid resources that will 
transform the space economy.

https://youtu.be/VLouRKHknOU
https://deepspaceindustries.com/space-resources/


Europe 의 Space Resource Utilization 구상





Richard Branson (Virgin Galactic Founder )

Bert Rutan(Scaled Composites Founder)



Blue Origin Founded by Jeff Bezos (Amazon Chairman)



NASA Luna Lander Program selected the Moon Starship of SpaceX



Space 
Launch 
System

rockets







SPACE SETTLEMENT IMAGE 







SPACE SETTLEMENT in L5 









Mars
Terraforming 

(Earth-
Shaping)



Market 
Estimation 
after the 

Realization of 
those 

Innovations




